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Abstract
M3CA is a model of mastery learning developed in a college classroom, and an acronym for Mastery, Concept
Maps, Critical Thinking, Collaboration and Assessment. The M3CA model is a formative model of skill based
mastery learning and assessment that produces high levels of academic achievement and empowers students with
a feeling of fairness. Mastery is based on students’ creation of concept maps, and the steps toward mastery
include learning the skills of: critical thinking, prioritization (evaluation), individual and group synthesis, group
evaluation (prioritization), and the application of multiple choice items to assess the facts, concepts and
knowledge embedded in the concept maps. Multiple choice items created by and collected from teams of
students are available for all to see and used in their assessment. Each step toward mastery is observable,
transparent, and open to public view by the students.
Keywords: concept maps, critical thinking, collaborative assessment, multiple choice items
1. Introduction
The M3CA model is a skill based approach to mastery learning in college classrooms. The skills students learn
are: creating concept maps, critical thinking (asking the questions what, when where, how, and why, ranking
concepts in terms of importance, synthesizing, collaborating, and assessing. The goal of mastery learning is that
all students are able to master the curriculum of the classroom. The key to mastery in the classroom is learning
the above skills that are better known as Bloom’s Taxonomy of higher order thinking. A fundamental premise of
the M3CA model is that all students have the capacity to learn higher order thinking skills. Concept maps,
applying critical thinking, prioritizing concepts, analysis, synthesizing, and creating multiple choice items for
their assessment are skills instrumental to success in school. Teaching students to write the multiple-choice items
for their own assessment is controversial. Multiple choice items are prompts to remind students of the important
concepts they identified in a previous activity. This use of multiple-choice tests resembles criterion referenced
testing rather than norm based assessment. The creation of multiple choice items by students is a way of
identifying the content that is most important to mastering the text. As students work their way through the
different activities they are exploring different kinds of higher order thinking. The creative act of self-assessment
gives students a sense of ownership, fairness, and a sense of engagement in their education. Together these
activities give students a transparent and clear picture of their own thinking.
2. Background and Rational
Mastery learning has a long history in psychology and education. Thorndike (1959), Carroll (1963) and Bloom
(1974) advanced the concept of mastery as a way of closing the knowledge gap between high and low achieving
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students. These theorists were in agreement that given sufficient time and appropriate instruction all students
could attain mastery of the content of instruction. Anderson and Block (1977) defined mastery learning as a
philosophy of school learning and an associated set of instructional practices while at the same time embracing
the idea that mastery learning and education are embedded in values about students and learning. In the 1980s
this idea came under severe criticism from many critics. Slavin (1987), for example, argued that classroom data
did not support the advocates of mastery. Kulik, Kulik and Banger-Drowns (1990) with a wider review of the
literature reached the conclusion there was merit and evidence for mastery learning. Interest in mastery learning
languished for several decades and was recently brought forward again by Gusky (2007). The concept of mastery
still captures the imagination of practitioners and theorists searching for equity in education.
The M3CA approach is prompted by Edmund Gordon’s (2017) view that the science of assessment has achieved
considerable precision in understanding how to guide, classify hierarchically, predict, select, and certify based on
developed abilities. At the same time, he noted that the science of assessment has neglected the use of tests to
better enable learning as in diagnosis and possible treatment. M3CA is a methodology designed to demonstrate
that assessment can facilitate the learning of critical thinking and other higher order cognitive skills. Gordon
argues that the science of assessment has reached the point where soon, assessment will provide new directions
to educational practice. In the past education has given direction to assessment, in the future, this relationship
will be turned on its head, and the science of assessment will give new directions to education.
3. Plan for the Paper
The plan for this paper is to begin with a comparison of the M3CA model and the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy
of higher order thinking. This comparison shows the structure and overlap between Bloom’s Taxonomy and the
M3CA model. This comparison shows that the M3CA model teaches higher order thinking skills that are widely
recognized as essential to higher order thinking. A literature review of the components of the M3CA model is
intertwined with the procedures of the M3CA model. The review begins with the individual phase of the model
in which there are the individual construction of concept maps, application of critical thinking, and prioritization.
The main purpose of phase one is to ensure that all students are on the same page with regard to prior
knowledge. Each week students are given a homework assignment to insure all students have a base of prior
knowledge that includes constructing individual concept maps, and applying critical thinking questions.
The second or the collaborative phase that takes place in the classroom. This phase includes: collaboration,
synthesis, evaluation (prioritization), and the (application) of multiple-choice items. Concept maps and
evaluation (prioritization) and the construction of multiple choice items are connected by the critical thinking
questions: what, when, where, how, who, and why.
The second or collaborative phase of the model includes: synthesis, the exchange of concept maps and creation
of a collaborative map, the collaborative prioritization of the concepts and the collaborative creation of
multiple-choice items for assessment. The final stage of the 3CA processes is mastery and a feeling of fairness
and justice.
3.1 A Comparison of the M3CA Model and the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy
The comparison of the Bloom-Anderson taxonomy and the M3CA model confirms the common grounds of the
two processes. This is understandable because the second is built upon the first. The overall trajectory of the
Bloom’s (1974) research was to identify a taxonomy of knowledge and to apply that knowledge toward mastery
learning. His interest in mastery learning stemmed from his determination to decrease the variation in learning
among students from different backgrounds. His firm belief was that given enough time students could achieve
90% mastery of the subject matter. The M3CA builds upon both dimensions of Bloom’s work incorporating a
modified taxonomy of higher order thinking and extends mastery by including individual and group higher order
learning processes.
Please see Table 1 that compares the M3CA model with the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy of Higher Order
Thinking. Follow the description of the stages of the M3CA model and its counterpart in Bloom-Anderson
Taxonomy. A more complete discussion of the steps toward mastery is found in the reviews of critical thinking,
collaborative learning, and assessment. The result is a more complete picture of the steps toward mastery.
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Table 1. Comparison of M3CA model and Bloom and Anderson`s model of learning
Phase

No
1

2
Individual phase

3

4

Collaborative
phase

5

6

7

3CA using MCIs
Using concept maps to map the concepts
Applying critical thinking questions to concept
maps is identifying the concept, relations with
other concepts, and specifying the critical question
linking the concepts.
Understanding is applying more than one critical
thinking question to a concept.
See 2.2 in the review that follows
Individual prioritization of the facts and concepts
(Individual Evaluation)
See Section 2.3 in the review that follows
Synthesis: includes cognitive and social synthesis
in the search for commonalities, differences, gaps,
and pruning errors
See 2.4 and 2.5 in the review below.
Group prioritization takes place when team
members agree to prioritize concepts from most
important to least important
See 2.6 in the review below.
Assessment: The creation of multiple choice items
that mark and reflect specific facts, concepts and
patterns of knowledge
See 2.7 in the review below.
Mastery: Students meet a criterion of knowledge
and achieve a feeling of mastery and justice
See 2.8 in the review below

Bloom and Anderson’s Taxonomy
Knowledge/ Remembering

Understanding

Application

Analysis

Evaluation

Creation/synthesis

………………….

The first stage of the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy is knowledge and remembering. In the M3CA model this is
also the same stage of constructing concept maps that includes concepts, facts and behaviors that are the basic
elements in the model.
The second stage in the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy is the comprehension and understanding of knowledge.
There are many ways of knowing about the world. Three forms of knowledge are explicit in the title, M3CA,
concept maps highlight visual knowledge while critical thinking emphasizes cognitive knowledge. During each
of these stages students learn to apply the critical thinking questions of “what, when, where, who, how and why”.
As students apply more than one question to a concept, they deepen their critical thinking. The result is the
pattern processing of the concepts, facts, and behaviors described in stage one. The learners are pattern
processors searching for patterns among concepts, events, ideas, feelings, behaviors, and actions. Examples of
pattern processing include: thinking, language, cognitive maps of the physical environment, landmarks,
predators, resources, faces, gestures and sounds of language, reasoning and rapid decision making. Pattern
processing underlies the different ways of knowing about the world.
Stage 3 of the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy is the application of knowledge. The contrasting stage in the M3CA
model is the individual evaluation and prioritization of the concepts from the most to the least important. The
Taxonomy’s focus is on the individual development of higher order thinking while stage three in the M3CA
model is the application of the evaluative mind set as students evaluate concepts from the most to least
important.
Stage 4 in the M3CA model is synthesis, the beginning of the collaborative phase, this activity begins with the
exchange of concept maps. Students exchange concept maps and explore their commonalities, differences, the
gaps in their respective maps followed by the pruning of errors and extraneous knowledge. During collaboration
students shift from individual to social knowledge and gain insights into their own thinking and the thinking of
other students. Stage 4 in the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy is analysis, creating something new from different
information. Students engaging in synthesis in the M3CA model are also engaged in analysis of commonalities,
differences and gaps in knowledge while at the same time making something new.
Stage 5 is prioritization in the M3CA model and teams of students collaboratively prioritize the concepts. They
use their evaluative mindsets to rank the concepts in hierarchical order from the most to the least important.
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Stage five in the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy is evaluation. In the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy evaluation is
judging the value of the material but in M3CA model it is judging and prioritizing not only the concepts but also
the critical thinking about concepts.
Stage 6 is the creation and application of the multiple-choice items based on the prioritized concepts.
Multiple-choice items deepen the understanding of concepts. Multiple choice tests include three parts: the stem
(hypothesis), the data, and the conclusion. When students identify the concepts to be examined via
multiple-choice items, they specify the knowledge to be learned. The items thus mark the prioritized knowledge,
and this transforms multiple-choice items from norm based items to criterion referenced items. The students not
only create the items, but these same items are available via the class website to prepare for and use in the
assessment of their achievement. Using student created items as the basis for assessment is a transformative
moment for students, and they embrace the opportunity to study and think about the items for their assessment.
Stage 7 does not exist in the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy. In the M3CA model stage 7 is a revelatory moment
for students as they complete the steps toward mastery and achieve a feeling of control, power and justice in
their learning. This stage is compatible with the thesis by Bloom (1974) and Carroll (1963) that mastery learning
is a sequential process, and competence is attained after a series of learning experiences that may take days,
weeks, months, or even years. Bloom’s definition of mastery was an attainment of 90% on the criterion test. The
M3CA model adopts the same approach and the standard as proposed by Bloom.
A feeling of justice and fairness empower students as they achieve mastery of the activities of classroom
learning. The feeling of justice is a blend of positive emotions such as love, happiness, satisfaction, confidence
that replace anxiety, disappointment, and fear in the classroom. Over time as students achieve success in the
classroom, the positive emotions replace the negative emotions. Feelings come first in justice in the daily round
of activities, and only later are students able to cognitively appreciate the specific cognitive skills they are
learning. During the course of the M3CA process, knowledge is first an individual attainment and then a group
process. Through collaboration individual knowledge is shared and transformed into group knowledge. As a
consequence, knowledge is shared and distributed throughout the group rather than in the head of a single
individual. The visualization of knowledge through concept maps and critical, higher order thinking leads to
mastery that opens the door for students to see their thinking unfolding on paper. In traditional classrooms
thinking is routinely made into a mysterious process to which only a few have access and high achievement. The
opposite is true with M3CA, thinking and cognitive strategies are pictures and maps that students, create, share,
question, critique and use in problem solving. Creating a concept map and multiple-choice items brings the
mysterious processes of learning and thinking into open view.
3.2 Concept Maps: The Beginnings of the Mastery of Facts, Concepts and Higher Order Thinking
3.2.1 History and Theory
The idea of concept maps originated at Cornell University in 1984 by Bill Trochem and a doctoral student,
Dorothy Torre (Donnelly, 2017), and by Novak and Gowin the same year. Concept maps are a form of visual or
picture thinking with great educational potential. Picture thinking is fast, automatic, effortless, often
unconscious, and brings images to mind, spreading neural activation, enabling the individual or group to respond
more easily than before. Concept maps are a portal into visual thinking. When we understand something, we say
that we “see” it. We arrive at the solution to a problem through “insight.” To better communicate our ideas, we
aim to make them “clear.” Such metaphors likening cognitive processes to visual experiences are so pervasive as
to suggest a close correspondence between how we think about and how we see the world (Fan et al., 2015).
Concept maps are situated in the visual thinking tradition in which signs on maps represent knowledge in space.
These maps represent what Jonassen (2000) calls mind tools. Mind tools are cognitive amplification and
reorganization tools which exceed the limitations of the human mind by doing things more accurately and at a
higher speed, and extend the use of other mechanical tools. Mind tools are generalizable from one setting to
another engaging and facilitating cognitive processing. They help learners think for themselves and make
connections between concepts and create new knowledge.
Concept maps organize, plan and display information over a wide variety of knowledge domains. Learners and
educators use concept maps to scaffold knowledge and display the structure and organization of knowledge. The
resulting map makes explicit and transparent the way the mind works. Here-to- fore, the workings of the mind
have not been open to public view. The use of mental maps reveals to students, ourselves and others, the
workings of the mind.
A meta-analysis of concept maps by Nesbit and Adesope (2006) is a theoretical and practical analysis of the
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existing exxperimental research and a guide to futture research and inquiry. They succincttly begin with
h the
observatioon that conceptt maps or know
wledge maps aare diagrams thhat represent iddeas as node liink-assembliess, and
there has bbeen a steady increase
i
in thee number of puublished studiees over the past thirty years.. Concept map
ps are
consideredd as a good tool to assist thee instructor to organize know
wledge and ann appropriate ttool for studen
nts to
notice the important conncepts in diffe
ferent materials and knowleddge structuress (Novak, 1991; Jonassen, 2000;
2
O’Donnelll, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002)). Please see F
Figure 1 for ann example of a concept maap in which crritical
thinking iss applied to thee links betweenn concepts.
Concept m
maps is an em
mpirical methoodology that ccombines visuual and linguisstic thinking. Text materials are
transformeed into imagess through usinng concept maaps. Picturing knowledge w
with linguistic facts and concepts
permit thee scaffolding of critical thhinking that crosses and connects indiividual priorittization, synth
hesis,
evaluationn, application and
a mastery inn the M3CA m
model. The picturing of thinnking and the changes in picture
thinking arre a methodological and em
mpirical advancce as well as a source of psyychological inssight to the lea
arner.
From an eempirical poinnt of view, itt is possible tto picture crittical and highher order thinkking while fro
om a
subjective point of view learners are abble to recognizze and see theiir own thinkingg.
fferent forms oof thinking in the M3CA m
model that resu
ult in
Critical thhinking, syntheesis, and evaluuation are diff
different ppictures of thinnking. The usse of concept maps makes iit possible andd feasible to m
measure as we
ell as
picture thee different forrms of higherr order thinking. The form
mative measureement of the different form
ms of
thinking uusing concept maps
m
makes poossible the reccognition and m
measurement oof changes in tthinking over time.
The empirrical measurem
ment of changes in higherr order thinkinng is a usefull advance in methodology. The
learner’s ssubjective expperience of the picturing off thinking is aalso an imporrtant consequeence of the usse of
concept m
maps. Students are told repeatedly that it is important tto improve theeir thinking orr simply to sta
art to
think. Thee use of conceept maps makees it possible tto chart the im
mprovement inn the thinking of students. Many
M
students hhave absorbed the criticismss that they do not know how
w to think. Cooncept maps m
make it possib
ble to
show studeents a picture of
o their thinkinng and how to improve their thinking.

Figure 11. A concept m
map with criticcal thinking linnks
3.3 Applyiing the Critical Thinking Queestions of Whyy, What, When,, How, Where, and Who
Critical thhinking is defined as applyinng the questioons of “what, when, how, w
who, where, annd why” to a text.
Asking quuestions is partt of the naturall history of whhat it is to be hhuman, and today using queestions and ansswers
is a part oof everyday coonversation. Hoomo-Sapiens ccrossed an evoolutionary threeshold when oone said to ano
other,
“Where diid you find andd kill the gazellle, his clan member answerred, Go south tto the lake neaar the mountain
n, the
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gazelle will come to you when the sun begins to set. Thus, was the hypothetical beginning of the sharing of
information through questions and answers was an evolutionary adaptation.
The critical thinking are used three different times in the 3MCA model: 1) in labeling the links between concepts
in the concept map, 2) in the collaborative creation of a shared map, and 3) in the creation of multiple choice
questions by students. The three applications provide students with a facility in the application and
understanding of the flexibility and power of asking and answering questions. The application of the critical
thinking questions to the links in the individual concept maps is the first step is to making students aware that
critical thinking is something they do during the activities of the day. Applying critical thinking questions is a
blend of visual and verbal thinking? Translating a written text into a concept map is visual thinking. Some
students find the visualization of the concepts to be a very helpful experience while others do not find it helpful.
A simple counting of the concepts and their links is a gauge of critical thinking by students.
A social synthesis of knowledge occurs with the sharing of concept maps in the collaborative phase. During this
phase students exchange concept maps and discuss the differences between their maps. As they converse about
the differences in their maps, they create a new map that synthesizes the two maps. From these discussions
students create a new map and they collaboratively agree upon the critical thinking questions that link their
shared map. The application of critical thinking to a shared project is a conversation about thinking critically.
The creation of multiple choice items is the third use of the critical thinking questions. The constructing of
multiple choice items is an act of collaborative creativity, and it occurs after students have collaboratively
prioritized the concepts from most to least important. Multiple-choice items begin with the critical thinking skills
of “why, who, when, where, how, and what. There is a conceptual fit between the questions and answers with
multiple-choice items. The method of multiple-choice tests is concerned with arriving at the right answer using
the dialectic of question and answer. The application of the multiple-choice format to the critical thinking
questions introduces a systematic approach to the teaching of critical thinking.
Thinking skills are taught in the M3CA model as students use critical thinking individually and collaboratively.
The differences between individual and collaborative thinking resembles the distinction made by Kahnemann
(2011) of fast and slow thinking. Fast thinking is unconscious, frequent, automatic and emotional. Slow thinking
is effortful, conscious, deliberate, and infrequent. Kahnemann identified the biases that were associated with the
two different systems of thinking. Students are thinking fast when they apply critical thinking questions to their
individual concept maps. Critical thinking is slow thinking from a temporal perspective because students have
conversations about the differences in their concept maps. From the dialectical conversations students recognize
and apprehend the differences in the way the minds of their partners work. They are shifting from the individual
to the collaborative approach to thinking, and in doing so they are deepening their knowledge of the concepts.
Thinking slows down even more when students collaboratively create multiple-choice items using multiple
choice questions they have created.
3.4 Individual Prioritization and Value Judgments
The individual phase of the M3CA model includes the creation of concept maps, the application of critical
questions, and the prioritization of the concepts. Prioritization is an evaluative process in which students make
value judgments about the importance of the different concepts in their concept maps and critical thinking.
Prioritization is a series of value judgments along a continuum from most important to least important. The
stakeholders in this model are students who share similar goals. In many studies involving concept maps and
critical thinking, the stakeholders do not share the same values, goals, visualizations and patterns of thinking or
priorities. Concept maps are a useful way of examining the visual representations of the differences in thinking
between different stakeholders. Concept maps are thus a useful way of identifying and measuring the importance
of facts and concepts to different stakeholders.
3.5 The Collaborative Phase of M3CA
The collaborative phase of the M3CA model marks the moment when knowledge is transformed from an
individual transaction into dialogues with other minds. The latter is a dynamic process of knowledge synthesis
which begins when students exchange their individual concept maps with a team member. Synthesis is a label
for the dialogue between team members in which they compare, debate, and reach resolutions. The evaluation or
prioritization, the next step begins when students collaboratively make value statements and rank the concepts
from most to least important. The assessment step begins when students collaborate and use the prioritized
concepts and the critical questions to create multiple-choice items. These social and collaborative steps empower
students and lead them toward mastery.
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Collaboration is derived from the Latin “collaborare” and means to work together. Andrews and Rapp (2015) in
their review of the psychological and cognitive science literature make clear that collaboration has its own
unique benefits, costs, and challenges in facilitating learning and memory. The benefits of collaboration include
social, emotional and psychological well-being of the participants. Collaborative activities support achievement,
problem solving, positive attitudes toward subjects, self-esteem, positive peer relations, when compared to
individual and competitive activities. The other benefits include providing opportunities for the elaboration of
knowledge, inquisitive and constructive dialogue, the co-construction of ideas, the resolution of conflicting
knowledge and better information recall. Dialogue within groups provides articulate explanations, strengthen
existing knowledge structures and encourages the reorganization of knowledge, helps acquire new information
and correct misunderstandings. The benefits to memory of collaboration are as beneficial as learning. Group
members are exposed multiple times to more information than a person encounters as an individual. As learners
encode more information during an activity, recall increases when compared to independent recall. Andrews and
Rapp use the term “error-pruning” to describe the process by which individuals engage in discarding or
discounting particular kinds of information. One of the more salient benefits of collaboration in learning is that
the process makes gaps in knowledge more salient. The discomfort generated by the collaboration helps
reconcile conflicts and facilitate critical thinking. There are also costs associated with collaboration; Group
members while collaborating can also provide `unrelated or inaccurate information, and this information can be
accepted, endorsed, and incorporated into existing cognitive structures.
Task complexity is an important variable in understanding collaborative learning in groups. Students in groups
solving problems of high complexity are more successful than students working alone. Not surprisingly students
working alone on a low complexity task do better than students in groups. Low complexity tasks include
activities which can be retrieved while high complexity tasks require retrieval and also involves relating that
information to solving a problem.
Nesbitt and Adesope (2006) found that creating concept maps in a group and having time to work individually
produced stronger effects than working alone. This, of course, is not surprising because it is expected that
collaborative learning is more effective than individual learning. The M3CA model includes an individual phase
of constructing concept maps and an extended collaborative phase that includes synthesis, prioritization and
assessment. The collaborative steps of the synthesis of concept maps, the prioritization of concepts, and the
construction of multiple-choice tests are independent and separate applications of concept maps and are mutually
reinforcing. Schroeder, Nesbit, Anguiano and Adesope (2017) found that using concept maps over time
increased the effectiveness of the learning and retention of the concepts. The M3CA combines individual and
group construction of concept maps over an extended period of time. This combination results in a more
powerful educational tool.
3.6 Synthesis: the Collaboration and Sharing of Knowledge
The synthesis of concept maps is the first step of a collaborative process that also includes prioritization
(evaluation), application and mastery. Synthesis begins when students exchange concept maps they have
constructed using the critical thinking strategies and create a new map that represents their shared thinking. The
creation of a new synthesis involves the searching for and identification of commonalities, differences, gaps in
their knowledge, and the pruning of errors.
The first step in the synthesis process is the identification of common and shared patterns of knowledge. There
are inevitable clusters of knowledge that emerge during the creation of individual concept maps with critical
thinking. The agreement between members can be gauged by simply counting the number of concepts and uses
of the “wh questions”: “what, how, when, where, who and what” in their individual maps. It follows that these
agreements are represented in the new shared maps. The clusters of shared concepts are the central features of
the shared knowledge of the group. These clusters of knowledge reveal the theoretical state of knowledge in the
minds of students. This is a pivotal step because for the first time, students see the workings of the mind of
another student. Students are stakeholders with the same values and purposes, and thus there is expected to be
agreements between students.
The second step in the synthesis process is the identification of the differences between team members in their
construction of individual concept maps. Students begin the discussion of the differences in their maps, and this
is also a conversation about how students think differently. The purpose of identifying differences between the
maps is to negotiate which differences are to be incorporated into the new maps. The differences between
student maps are gaps in knowledge. The student/investigators ask themselves why there is a disparity and report
it. The differences between the maps of individual students are sometimes simply a matter of errors. One of the
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major benefits of sharing the differences between maps is to eliminate errors in the shared maps.
Concept elaboration is the third and perhaps the most beneficial step in the synthesis process. Elaboration is the
applying of multiple critical thinking questions to the same concept or knowledge. A concept that was previously
described as a what question is explored using the critical thinking strategies of “what, who, why, where, when
and how”. The elaboration of concepts deepens the understanding of knowledge and the critical thinking skills
from multiple perspectives. Understanding has been an elusive concept in the processes of thinking. Wittgenstein
defined understanding as grasping the whole and knowing your way around the language game. It is a neat fit to
combine the concept of understanding with elaboration. Understanding is redefined as understanding the whole
and using critical thinking to find the ways around concepts. (Ackerman, 1992)
3.7 Collaborative Prioritization
Value judgments are threaded throughout the M3CA model as is the case with all research endeavors.
Prioritization is the stage in which the values of the M3CA model are made explicit. While values are threaded
throughout the model, they emerge clearly in this stage. The first steps in the valuation process begins with the
embracing of the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy that ranks knowledge from facts to increasingly complex forms of
knowledge such as evaluation, creation and application. Bloom and Anderson recognized other forms of
knowledge other than cognition, nevertheless, the separation of cognition, affect, and artistic knowledge is a
value judgment. The M3CA model follows Bloom-Anderson for pragmatic reasons. A consideration of these
other forms of knowledge is essential, nevertheless it is important to stay focused upon the explication of the
cognitive, and leave these other issues for another time and for others to consider.
The valuation of knowledge in the M3CA model is reinforced by the role of the stakeholders in the assessment
process. The stakeholders in the M3CA model are students and teachers. While the focus is upon the students,
the teachers are also stakeholders and beneficiaries of the model. The empowering of students is a statement
about the value and importance of students in the evaluation and educational process. Too often in educational
evaluation the values and interests of the students are neglected. The M3CA model places students at the center
of the evaluation process by empowering them to construct the means of their evaluation and the improvement of
their achievement. Teachers benefit from the empowering of students and their improved achievement in very
clear ways.
The valuing of students is made explicit in their collaborative prioritizing of the concepts that are the subject of
inquiry. Team prioritizing is an activity in which team members prioritize the concepts from their shared
concepts maps. This is an exercise in valuation in which students reach an agreement on ranking the concepts
from the most to the least important. The constructed dialogue between students is an example of thinking out
loud, and it lends itself to think aloud protocols. The activity of thinking out loud affords students the
opportunity to verbalize and describe their visual and verbal thinking. New meanings are created as students
create their shared maps and priorities. One of the outcomes of the group prioritization process is a hierarchy of
concepts that will be used to specify the concepts in the construction of multiple-choice tests. The prioritization
procedure is not restricted to the creation of multiple-choice tests but can be applied to essay questions, true false
questions and other forms of assessment.
Prioritization and the valuation of concepts occur at the individual and the collaborative phases of the M3CA
process. Comparing the data from the individual and the collaborative phases provides an indicator of changing
values as a result of the learning processes. The stakeholders in the M3CA model are students and share a similar
set of values. However, if the prioritization is applied in situations where the stakeholders have different values,
the comparisons will reveal larger shifts in values. Prioritizing or ranking lends itself to multidimensional
scaling, a powerful statistical analysis, in which it is possible to visualize individual and group differences in
valuations. Individuals and groups construct priority hierarchies, the similarities and differences between the
hierarchies is a picture of the differences between individuals and the group. Repeated measures over time show
changes in individual and group values.
3.8 Assessment: the Creation of Multiple Choice Items
Assessment is the third collaborative phase of the M3CA process. The multiple-choice items used in the model
look the same as traditional multiple-choice tests but looks are deceiving. The students engaged in the M3CA
process are creating something new, they are creating multiple-choice criterion referenced items. Multiplechoice tests are not new, but students creating multiple choice criterion referenced tests is new. M3CA redefines
the form and function of multiple-choice tests. The form of a test is its appearance and its functions are the
processes used to create the tests. According to Farhady, et al, (2007), function includes three factors: the
characteristics of the examinee, specific purpose of the test and scope of the test. The M3CA model with
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students creating multiple choice items changes the functions of the test while retaining the same form they have
had over the past century.
The characteristics of the examinee and the examiner are now the same. Students are in charge and control the
creation of knowledge and the assessment process. They are acting as student and assessor. They are in a
position of power. This is a pivotal moment in the M3CA model because this realignment dismantles the
traditional hierarchical structures of classroom learning. The function of the multiple-choice tests in the M3CA
model is to assess mastery of a body of knowledge, improve classroom learning, teach critical thinking skills,
and to empower students to take the responsibility to create multiple choice items that will be the basis of the
assessment of their classroom achievement.
The M3CA model repurposes traditional multiple-choice items from a norm-based instrument to a
criterion-referenced item. The mastery and assessment of a body of knowledge is the aim of the M3CA model of
assessment and not the ranking of students. The boundaries and content of this knowledge are in the concept
maps students create. Multiple-choice items are knowledge markers of the content and the structures of
knowledge. The larger the number of multiple-choice items the more complete is the coverage of the knowledge.
The knowledge indicated ranges from the simple declarative knowledge to complex higher order thinking, and
students are the creators of the knowledge indicators designed to understand the content and the structure of
knowledge.
The individual item is a knowledge indicator and the experimental unit in the M3CA model. This unit consists of
the stem and its alternative explanations with the stem being redefined as two or more events and the alternative
explanations as possible events. The problem posed to the learner is how to make connections and find patterns
between the events in the stem and the alternative event(s). Applying the critical questions of what, when, where,
how and who is a way of exploring the connections between stem and the alternative explanations. Critical
thinking is the bridge between the statement of the problem in the stem and the alternative explanations. The
application of critical thinking questions to the text of the stem is a search for patterns of knowledge by the
students. As students examine the text of the item, they are searching for patterns that coincide with their critical
thinking strategies.
Students learn to construct multiple-choice items. The specification of the stem as involving two events and the
alternatives as involving one or more events guides students in constructing multiple-choice items. Applying the
critical thinking question enriches critical thinking and the construction of multiple-choice items. The items are
keyed to the prioritized concepts, and mark the concepts that are most important. Students can now see their
thinking, they show it to others, get feedback, make improvements in their thinking and demonstrate that their
critical thinking is a dynamic process.
3.9 Mastery
Mastery is a feeling of justice and fairness and the goal of the M3CA model of classroom learning. The M3CA is
also a set of practices and a philosophy designed to teach thinking skills and to achieve mastery of a text in a
college classroom. The model reconstructs the concept of mastery learning by focusing upon teaching cognitive
thinking skills while retaining the belief that all students are capable of achieving mastery of the content of
instruction. The set of practices advanced by the M3CA model include the construction of concept maps; the
application of the critical thinking questions of what, when, why, where, who, and how questions; evaluation and
prioritization, group collaboration and synthesis and the creation of multiple choice items by students to evaluate
their progress toward mastery. Each activity is designed to teach a particular thinking skill, and students are
motivated and engaged by the idea that they have the thinking skills and a pathway to achievement and mastery.
The philosophy of mastery learning begins with Thorndike (1959), Carroll (1963) and Bloom (1974) who
proposed the concept of mastery as a way of closing the knowledge gap between high and low achieving
students. The idea that all students could achieve mastery in the classroom was a radical idea at the time. It was
taken for granted in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s that the gap in achievement between whites and people of color
was due to hereditary factors. Anderson and Block (1977) defined mastery learning as a philosophy of school
learning, an associated set of instructional practices, and the idea that mastery learning and education are
embedded in values and circumstance. The researchers above did not consider the possibility students could be
taught the necessary cognitive skills to achieve mastery in the classroom.
The M3CA model of mastery learning teaches thinking skills as the pathway to the achievement of mastery. The
thinking skills are the same as those identified by Benjamin Bloom in his classic, Taxonomy of Higher Order
Thinking. Bloom’s Taxonomy is a useful comparative standard for the M3CA model because the taxonomy has
stood the test of time and its successors remain the way in which researchers organize and research the different
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forms of thinking. The M3CA model teaches the skills of analyzing, organizing, synthesizing, and evaluating
while using the critical thinking skills of: what, when, why, who, where and how. The M3CA model uses
multiple-choice items to assess mastery learning by having students create test items, and using a random sample
of these items for their assessment. Placing students at the center of assessment and empowering them to create
their own assessment turns the use of multiple choice tests upside down. In the process of learning to create
multiple choice tests students learn the thinking skills of deduction and induction.
The achievement of mastery is the moment when students have learned to play the language game, and the
practice of cognitive skills leads to mastery and a feeling of justice. The idea that justice is a feeling is not the
standard view nevertheless it is a view that is receiving increased attention. The m3CA model shifts the focus
from the teacher to the student in the classroom. With students at the center of the instructional process, it is
therefore important classroom c to consider the students emotional perspective in the classroom. Mastery of the
activities in the classroom leaves students with feelings of confidence, a sense of agency, and the idea there is
justice in the classroom.
4. Conclusions
The M3CA is a skill-based model of mastery classroom learning that accomplishes three important goals: 1)
supports mastery learning as a plausible educational theory, 2) teaches critical and higher thinking, 3) and
empowers students through educational fairness and justice. The M3CA model is a step toward the inclusion of
mastery learning into policy conversations about the improvement in the education of poor children. It is a model
of classroom learning that leads to mastery in the classroom. The model is practical and can be instituted in a
classroom by classroom-basis. Elliott (2017) claims that the implementation of the M3CA model is a matter of
volition. Mastery learning is a plausible approach to instruction that is available to all teachers and students.
The M3CA model teaches the critical and higher order thinking skills that are the steps toward mastery in the
classroom. The initial comparison of the M3CA model with the Bloom-Anderson Taxonomy was made to point
out that the critical skills taught in the M#CA are widely accepted as essential skills in higher order thinking. The
model uses concept maps, critical thinking, evaluation, synthesis, collaboration and the application of
criterion-based multiple-choice tests to assess achievement. The methodological shifts to concept maps, the
integration of critical thinking in the curriculum, and application of criterion based multiple choice tests
generated by students are the transparent shifts and innovation in the M3CA model of assessment. Criterion
based multiple choice assessment is a natural fit with the aims of mastery learning, and provides a solid
empirical grounding for the assessment of mastery learning. Using student generated multiple choice tests shifts
the power dynamics in classrooms and empowers students. There is reason for optimism here because this
approach to mastery is skill based and not simply depended upon the acceptance and support of students.
The fairness or justice dimension of the M3CA is one of its most distinctive and important features. Justice is a
feeling that students achieve as they take the steps toward mastery. The structures of the M3CA, concept maps,
critical thinking, and collaboration transform evaluation into a methodology that values diversity by making
thinking and assessment transparent and available to all. Thinking has long been shrouded from public view in
most assessments of student achievement. In traditional classrooms students receive information about failures
or successes with no explanation of the success or the failure. The M3CA model changes that dynamic and
provides students with a new transparency that allows them to see and change their thinking in the present, and
opens paths for achievement in the future.
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Notes
Note 1. In an earlier pilot study, the authors created a manual that guided the training of students in the uses of
concept maps, critical thinking, collaboration and the creation of multiple choice tests.
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